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KEY SUCCESS FACTORS IN IMPLEMENTATION OF ENTERPRISE
RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP) SYSTEMS FoR MULTI-1\ATIONAI,

COMPANIES

ismail Karakış|

Abstract 
-Enlerprise 

resource plaııning (ERP) SyStemS are softwaı,e packages lhat eııqble \he camPa|ıies to
luıve moı-e recıI time yisibiliiy and nıanage their activities in an integrated mcınııer. The implemeııtaıioı of
Such System is cı complex exercise for lhe companies Since iı requires chdııge management, aııd ıechııologı
inıloyalioıt. This paper inyestigates lhe key success faclors in implemeııling ERP systems suclı as tr(,iı,ıiılg,
communicqtioı'ı, knowledge tı-aıısfer, organizational Shlücture, orgqnizqtional culture, qnd national differences
thqt dre mqinly valid for EkP implementatioıı iıı particularly global and multi-nationıl compaııieı,_ The
Jlııdiııgs af the study idenlifiı the fociors slated qboye as key success factors. Morea.|er, it highlighıs some
inierestillg and different aspects of organizational elements aııd nalioı,ıal differences üı lerms of impııctiııg
E RP syst ems impl emenlali ans.

Kelru'ords Eı'ılerprise resource plaııniııg (ERP), key success /actors, multi-l1qtional orgarıizaıions, nev,
t e c hno I o gı imp l em enl at i on

INTRODUCTION

The enterprise resource planning (ERP) system is integrated softwaıe that consists of severa| module
applications that enab|e organizations to plan, execute aıd control or bfiefly manage the activities and
Iesources [1]. ERP is a generic term for any integrated computing system. It handles the key functional ıueas
of a company such as fınance, plocurement, inventory management, ploduction, sales aıd marketine t2]. ERP
systems began in 1960s as material requirements planrring (MRP) and became maıufacfuıing resotırces
planning (MRP Il) in l970s and finally during l980s traıısformed to today's ERP since major activititıs of
companies are merged within the Same system. Because of this capability in terms of integrating aıd
managing different functionalities, nowadays, ERP systems are considered as a System that can de.iver
Strategic competitive advantages [ 1].

However, ERP adoption or implementation is really a complex exercise in technolory innovation and
orgaıizational change management [2]. Different con]panjes have been encountering problems from early
ages of implementations. Those various problems cause the implementation projects failuıe. There are several
studies that have tıied to identify the clitical success factors in ERP implementation projects. These key
success factors heJp an organization identify the important issues that have significant impacts through the
implementation process. AIthough there ale number of both empirical aıd non-empirical studies conducteıl to
determine key success factors, it is clear that different studies highlighted different sets of factors Il]. More
than that, there are a number of studies about failure factors for ERP as well and it can be pointed that üe
factors that contribute to the success of ERp aıe not the same as the factols that contribute to failures. Her ce,
companies should be focusing on different sets of key factors for success and avoiding anoüer set of factors
not to fail [3]. This implies that thele is no general agıeement on such key success factors [1], [2], [3].

In this study, it is focused on key success factols in implementation of ERP system from adoption of a
new technology within a company, particulaİly a multi-national one. However, differently, it is investigated to
reveal such factors for a widely used ERP software application calIed "SAP ECC" for that theıe is not much
of reseaıch done specifically [3], [a]. The study focuses on multi-national companies in djfferent industries.
Due to this type of the companies, it is supposed that almost all components of SAP ECC application ire
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being used in a highly integrated manıer which is useful in oıder to generalize the key success factors.

Besides this, since the company has many facilities in many different countlies and/or regions, it is a kind of
opportunity to point out some special issues and/or challenges (e.g. multi-nationality, organizational cultule,
communication, etc) for which there is a lack ofstudies from literature perspective [5], [6], [7].

AIM AND FOCUS OF TIIE STUDY

The purpose öfthe sfudy is to investigate the key Success factors thİough a systematic liteıature review

during ERP application software SAP ECC implementation for especially multi-national comparıies.

Gargeya aıd Bıady [3] mention the l1 key factors for successful ERP implementations in the literahue, as

below:

. ERP teamwork and composition

. chaıge management program and culture

. Top maıagement support

. Business plan and vision

. Business process re-engineering and minimum customization

. Effectivecommunication

. project management

. software development, testing, aıd trouble shooting
ı Monitoring arıd evaluation of performance
. project champion
. Appropriate business and IT technolory legacy systems

Communication at all levels of the company is another key success factor. This communication should be

clear, effective and formal. In order to achieve this kind of communication, open aıd honest communication
policies should be defined aıd all different kinds of communication tools (e.g. web, e-mail, teleconference,

etc.) should be utilized [1], t3], t7], t12]. tneffective communication within the company is considered as one

of the most critical risk for ERP implementations [1t]. Stronger communication skills are real drivers for
SAP implementations I l3]. In the light ofthese;

. communication is a key success factor in implementing ERp systems for multi-national
companies.
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ERP system implementation is indeed very good example of new technology adoption or implementation.
It has a very strong relation with üe business pıocesses of the company, therefore it can be considered as a

kind of transformation. The effective implementation of an ERP system lequires change maıagement
strategies that are related to organizational culture. This change marıagement includes üe training aıd
education activities of the organizations. ERP systems implementation projects are opporhınity for üe
coınpanies in terms ofprocess improvement, plocess irünovation, and process re-engineering tl], t2], t3], tl1],
t13].

Training is really important for helping the end users understaıd and perceive th€ system; this factor
becomes more important because if these people are not able to use the system on the fiIst day of goJive, then

the implementation would be considered as a failed project although there would be no technical issues. The
user's ability to understand ERP knowledge and involvement influences the performance of theiı accepting
and using the ERP system through techıolory acceptaılce model [9], tl0], tl2]. Training is a key factor for
especially SAP implementations as well [3]. This is due to complex appeafance of interface of SAP although
it is moıe user-friendly indeed but needs more training at üe beginning stages in order for the company to

increase the ellectivc usage [22]. This can be named as a kind of "social factor" that ıequires cooperation
among different parties within a company [8]. Training is more critical in emerging countries in terms of lack
ofwell-educated personıel for ERP implementations [14]. Hence;

. Training is a key success factor in implementing ERp systems for multi-national companies.



Process changes and process innovations could be taking place during the process design phases of the
ERP systems implementations. More thaı that, re-engineering could be applied to the suitable processtls. For
all those improvements and changes, knowledge maıagement is suıely a key concept which is depend:ng on
the organizational attributes of the companies. Especially communicated, tacit, Visualized, docuınente1, and
process based knowledge among the end users alıd consultants is esseııtial for ERP success t15], tl8], tl9].
Such a kıowledge management is irnproving the process innovation capabiliŞ of the company which iınplies
a successful design phase [16]. More effective knowledge tıansfeı during implementation leads to
organizational plocess fit to ERP [17]. Therefore, the sfudy advocates;

. knowledge management is a key success factor in implementing ERp systems foı multi-national
companies.

Another key success factoı is orgaııizational characteristics Il ]. For instance, olganizationa] structur3 of a
company has an impact on the success of ERP adoption based on recent studies. While organizations ıvhose
Structures are machine bureaucıacy or pıofessional bureaucracy support staff have a higher degree of fit to
ERP, adhocracy or divisionalized form have a loweı degree of fit to ERP systems [20]. Organizational cırlfure
is another valid aspecl recently. WI,ıen thc ERP system conllicts wjth the company's culture, resistance
behavior will be coming in place, the system will be rejected or sabotaged. Therefore, there is a strong re]ation
between the success of the projects aıd organizational culhrre because culture is impo(ant for innoıative
activities [2l ], [23]. This paper advocates the folIowing propositions as welJ;

o organizational strucfure has an impact on the success in implementing ERp systems for nrulti-
national companies.

. organizational culfure has an impact on the success in implementing ERp systems for nıulti-
national companies.

Besides the company culture itself, national culture is another significant factor for ERP implementation
which is a kind of technology adaptation and/or business process change [1]. ERP system provides nulti-
national organizations with information aıd coordination of supply chain functions. In terms of natjonal
differences, there ale six categories; culture and laıguage, government/corporate politics, management style,
govemment regulations, time zone, and 1abor skills. These different national attributes impact on entering data
to the system, resistance to change, communication styles, and way of workings which are iınportant foı the
implementations [6]. Such national differences become more crucial in case of multi-national projects [7].
This key success factor is surely valid for SAP implementations as well [5]. Therefore;

. National differences have an impact on the success in implementing ERp systems for multi-
national companies.

In the light of the literatue revjew, this paper focuses on the evidences for both theoretical key suc:ess
factors and lecent ones likewise orgarıizational culture, and national differences. In fact, many researı;hes
addressed and modeled the ERP success factols, however both Delone and Mclean infoırnation system ltS)
success evaluation model which is a casual one that uses cause aıd effect logic is not cleally referring üis
aspect. Gable, Sedeıa arıd Chan's ERP success model highlights the organir,ationa] impact for during the
implementation phases as well as the post-implementation period however this is not emphasizing either the
multi-national perspective oı different culfural attributes |24l, t25], |26].

Organizational impact in terms of cultufe and national differences can be highlighted that although the
same ERP system (i.e. same technolo5ı) applied to different facilities of the same company which implies
same oıganizational culture; the implementation process, challenges, aıd issues would be diffeıent. Thus, J<ey

success factors would be miscellaneous, and success is naturally affected by both organizational culfure iurd
national differences.
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METHODOLOGY

A comprehensive literature review was conducted in terms of aıticles from joumals mairıly between 2000

and 2Ol0 about criticai success factors in implementing ERP systems for the organizations. Based on this

literature review, structured and informal interviews wele caried out with different parties that involved the

ERP implementation projects in different industries likewise consumer business, oil & gas, marıufacturing,

and healthcare. The individual correspondents of the mentioned intelactions greatly vary; project leads and

managers, process owners, information technolory business analysts, and SAP consultants at different levels

of seniori§. The question list used as a framework during the interviews is stated as follows:

. what are the key factors that enable the key achievements?

. What are üe key challenges ofthe ploject?

. Do you think that training is an important success factor in implementing ERp systems?

. Do you think that communication is arı important success factor in implementing ERp systems?

. what aIe the main communication policies and tools used in the pıoject?

. Do you ttıink that knowledge management is an important success factor in implementing ERp
syStems?

. Do you think that orgarıizational cultue is an important success factor in implementing ERp
systems?

. Do you think that organizational structuıe is arı important success factor in implementing ERp
SyStemS?

. Do you think that national differences are important success factors in implementing ERp
SyStems?

. Do you think that top management commitment is an important success factoı in implementing
ERP systems?

. Do you think that change management is an important success factor in implementing ERp
SystemS?

. Do you think that project maııagement is an important success factor in implementing ERp
syStemS?

. Do you think üat software development, technical support and testing are important success

factoıs in implementing ERP systems?
. ]n the case of ranking these different success factoıs, which one would be the l't important

success factor? Which one would be the last important success factol?
. Do you think that maste. data management is an important success factor in implernenting ERp

systems?
. Is there a sepalate Master Data team established in the project?
. ls closure woıkhop or meeting conducted ailer the project completion?
. what are the lessons leamed from the pröject?

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

The discussions and interviews revealed the several obvious points regaıding each of the propositions

stated before. First of alt, one of the key success items that almost all the parties agree on was the

communication through all the different parties which includes the knowledge transfer between those parties.

This implies the knowledge transfer among those parties. For instance, SAP consultants would inform all

relevant parties regarding the applicable functionalities/solutions. Particularly, for the multi-national
companies, the business process owners in one site, country, region or malket place communicated to

colleagues in another regarding any process improvements, even potential opporfuıilies. More üan üat, it can

be clearly highlighted that the communication method would be formal communication (e.g. emails,

teleconferences, etc). This point makes the pıoject management more effective, mainly from basic principles,

gate keeping, open issues tracking, and documentation perspectives.
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Secondly, comnıoıı view is such an effcctive conınıunication helped business users' involvcmenı to tl]e
new process and system design rvhich was in other words, a kind oftraining ofthe users about the Systenı. ]t is
said that this involvement encouraged the users in terms of accepting this new technoJogı.

Thirdly, one important and different aspect for the multi-national projects, üe core dedicated project
teams including SAP consultants, aıd business side are multi-cultural teams. It is noted that multi-cultural
teams ale aül advarütage to manage the cultuıal differences of different nations. Moreover, cultural dive:sity is
usually supposed to be a factor that geneİates new ideas and opporfunjties.

Fourthly, surely management commitment, visibility and clarity of project scope and planning z_re the
othel items. These are all inevitable for successful implementations. The pro.ject team orgarıization would
ıeally be fitting to business organization chart of the company and this provides the effective rıse of
organizational culture especially foı accepting the new techno]ogı (e.g. SAP ECC, RFID and bzırcode
techıologies), applying the process changes, and process innovations. Such an initiative is a genuine des ire for
harmonization of business processes accoıdingly which is one of the most important and recent talget
achievements for the multi-national firms. At that point, training comes into üe picfure as an enabler to
accomPlish these. A highlighting point for training is that thele has to be sufficient involvement for traiııings.
Moreovcr, establishing a "can do" culturc is another agrced idea which is directly related to nalional
differences in general. On üe other hand, insufficient involvement for training is significantly ris§ to enable
a successfi.ıl ERP system; the risk here fol the multi-nationals is the lack of such involvements because of
national atfibutes aıd/ol attitudes of the people. It is said that more time could be spent to sensitive cuLtufal
issues since it affected communication, learning, plarıning, resistance to change, etc. The work hours, public
holidays, and time zones are a few examples ofthis difference.

Finally, it is inevitable in order for a company to have a stable successful ERP that car4ıing on leaıning
and getting more from the system. In order to achieve this, arranging forums aıd/or platforms for the peoç le to
encotfage the information sharing and knowledge ftansfer is a useful approach. The purpose of 1hose
piatforms should be using more capabilities of sAp Ecc and exploring new tools. Regarding the
improvements of ERP systems, measurements of the benefits from the ERP system should be identified as
"key performance indicators".

CONCLUSION

lt is obvious from the lesults of the study that training is really a key success factor in implementation of
ERP systems that includes SAP ERP projects [3], [l4], |22]. More than that, it can be basically stated that
better trained usels mean less failure risky implementations [9], Il0], [l2]. Training is not only a crilical
Success factor for achieving successful goJive, but also one of the most crucial aieas in terms of fu_ure
implovements during post goJive phases. Thereiore, first proposition is supported.

For the second proposition about communication, the study results aıe Supporting that the effecıive
communication is another key success factor for ERP systeıns implementations. Formal communicatioıı is
more likely essential during ploject implementation phase tı], t3], t7], tll], t12]. The results of the shıdy
plove that communication is also importaİt fol especially SAP implementations in practice [ 13].

This research paper supports that knowledge management is another key success factor for ERP
implementation projects. This factor is highly integrated wiü the communication factor tl5], tı8], t19].
Especially kııowledge transfer is positively affecting the projects duİing process design phases [16], Il7]. As a
result, this kıowledge ffaısfer encoulages the business people to accept the new techrıology and ERP systt:m
[12]. lt is determined that knowledge management is not only useful during design aıd implementation tıut
also a useful aıd essential pıinciple for fun:re impıovements in post goJive periods.

Fourth ploposition iS about ofganizational structue aıd it is supported as well. Organizational structure is
another key factol that has an impact on ERP implementations within a company [1]. The organizatiorıal
structures ofthe multi-national companies reviewed are mainly machine bureaucracy so they are more capatle
to fit ERP systems due to üe literafuıe [20].

Besides these, project team organization chart is in line with the compaıy business organization structure
which is thought to have a positive effect on the usage of organizational culture especially for accepting the
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new technolory. Companies can achieve some required innovations in processes and adoPting totallY new

technologies like RFID and barcode technology simultarıeously |22], |23], This implies that the results support

lıfth proğosition as well. Regarding the organizational culfure, a different aspect is realized for üese multi-

national compaıies. There is İ clear agreement about having a multi-cultural aıd multi-national Project team

including SAP consultants, and business people was a real advantage in terms of managing the cultural

differenJes [6]. This interesting point indicates that üe study supports the sixth proposition about national

differences impacting the ERp systems implementations. For instance, a high technolory coun§ in Asia
would be very motivated for process inİ]ovation and techıolory charıge acceptance while another emerging

Asiarı country would have a high 1evel ofresistance to change.

In summary, training, cornrnunication, knowledge transfer, organizational structure aıd culture afe some

ofthe key succ;ss facto; that have an impact on ERP system implementations as well as national attributes of
the countries. Surely orgarıizational characteristics and national elements become more crucial when ERP
implementations take place in such multi-national companies.

The study asserts that although same ERP system (i.e. same technolory) is applied or adopted across the

many countrİes for the same company that has same oıganizational structure aıd culture, the imPlementation

process would not be the sa.". Rathe. tharü olganizational culhıre differences, this is due to national

diff.."n.., which affect way of working, pelception of work life, communication, and perception of
techıolory.

Moreover, especially for ERP implernentations of multi-national compaıies, thele are a few further keY

points that Should be significantly important fof the success oflhe project.

The main and basic one is Project Management & Govemaıce which is very crucial for the Plojects,
particularly roll-out approached ones. In such projects, there is a global or ıegional template that should be

İollowed up by the jl countries. However, the big challenge is that there are usually deviations from this

template ineviiably. For instance, template has to be changed due to üe market condilions and/or statutory

requirements. Beİides, techıology arıd human resoulces can force to change the template because the

solutions offered by the template could not be applicable. Therefore, project management & govemance is

important to .unage the deviations fiom the template due to different reasons including organizational culfure

and national differençes.

Related to the plevious item, another point is Change Management including the escalation procedure, a

big challenge for ihe such projects. Resistance to change is very dependent on the culture arıd national

diİferences. Because ofthat reason, change management can be stated as one ofthe key success factols for the

ERP projects of the multi-nationals. It can be advised that ERP implementation projects should not be

consiİerİd as only a type of ]T projects. They should be considered and treated as Transformation Projects

from both business and IT point of view.

Another item is more related to the technical side; Master Data. Management of master data is generally

not assumed to be an important aıea however it is definitely very crucial. It can be advised that a seperate

master data team should be set up for the project and this team is responsible for all activities related to master

data (e.g. data preparation, cleansing, uploading, etc). More than tlüat, even for the medium or small sized

proleİt{ u businesİ process should be designed regarding the master data management likewise new Product
İode creation, new bıaııd creation or the Bill of Materials (BOM)/Recipes modification,

Lastly, it is advised to conduct a closuıe workhop after the project has completed. In this workshoP, there

could be discussions regarding the different aspects of üe projects. For example, what achieved, what gone

wo1se than expected, what are the lessons learned, what will be üe future improvements could be the main

topics of such a workhop.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

There are some limitations of üe study. First, it could be difficult to make general statements based on the

contents of üe plevious sfudies and üis study [l]. Secondly, although it was aimed to make interviews and

discussions with a participation of nrrmerous people, the comments ale still the ideas of this specific audience^

Lastly, the results ofthe study may not be valid for all industries which make it possible üat the findings may
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be slightly varying due to the industry and/or company specific conditions. Further research is neı:ded to
investigate the impact of cultural differences of the countries fol ERP system appIications since it is observed
that there is a lack of study regarding this area.
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